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CHILD SUPPORT (ADOPTION OF LAWS) AMENDMENT BILL 2009 

As to Consideration in Detail 

Mr B.S. WYATT: To begin with, I am not the lead speaker for the opposition on the Child Support (Adoption 
of Laws) Amendment Bill 2009; hopefully the lead speaker will be with us shortly to make the official 
contribution on behalf of the opposition. I will, however, make some short comments on this bill. Just by way of 
clarification, Mr Speaker, I note the time — 

The SPEAKER: I have given you the call, member for Victoria Park, but you might observe that it is actually 
consideration in detail that we are about to go into.  

Mr B.S. WYATT: I had not realised that, Mr Speaker—so do I have four minutes and 15 seconds left? 

The SPEAKER: I will give you the call on another occasion! 

Mr B.S. WYATT: Thank you, Mr Speaker.  

Several members interjected.  

Mr B.S. WYATT: I think it is now obvious, Mr Speaker, that I am not the lead speaker for the opposition! 

Mr C.C. PORTER: I note that the daily program states that this is the consideration in detail stage. Maybe my 
memory is failing me: I gave a second reading speech, but I do not think there has ever been a second reading 
debate, so I think perhaps “consideration in detail” is something of a misnomer and we are actually in the second 
reading debate. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members, I think, in the spirit of this place, we will examine the circumstances and determine 
whether, in fact, the member for Victoria Park does have the opportunity to address the house on the 
continuation of the second reading debate, which the Attorney General seems to have indicated is what is 
possibly about to occur. Obviously, the Legislative Assembly staff are able to check through that detail. I do not 
believe that we can, at this stage, enable anything to happen, but I will give the call to the Leader of the House 
on a point of order. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Mr Speaker, I rise on a point of order, and I do that purposely to ensure that the chamber 
staff—the Clerk—have the opportunity to look at where we are at with this bill. It is certainly my recollection, as 
well as that of the Attorney General, that he had second-read the bill in the house but that the debate was then 
adjourned, as it normally is when a minister delivers a second reading speech. Certainly the Attorney General 
and I were anticipating that we would today be dealing with the bill substantially in the second reading stage, 
which would have given the opposition lead speaker the opportunity to make a full and frank address on this 
legislation. Mr Speaker, I will take my time with the point of order, if I may. 

Mr M. McGowan: I want to respond to the point of order. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: The member does not have to! 

Several members interjected. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Parliament is not infallible. We can make mistakes in this place; if a mistake has been 
made, it would be an innocent human error. Obviously, we do not wish to in any way curtail debate on a very 
important bill such as the one before the house at the moment. I seek your indulgence to allow me to expand on 
my point of order, Mr Speaker. 

The SPEAKER: I am yet to understand your point of order, Leader of the House—perhaps you could elaborate 
further!  

Mr R.H. Cook: It was concise and to the point! 

Mr M. McGowan: I’d like to interpret it! 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Mr Speaker, I certainly will elaborate on my point of order, and for the benefit of 
members opposite, I will try to interpret my own words at the same time! As a rhetorical question, I wonder 
which language the opposition would like me to interpret it into; I am not bad at French, Spanish and Italian. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: You’re just not so good at English! 

Mr A.P. O’Gorman: Any one of those, because you can’t speak English! 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: I can even speak a little bit of Irish! I need to do that to interpret what the member for 
Joondalup says sometimes, because he is a member with a very strong Irish brogue! We get on very well 
together outside the chamber, although we fight like cat and dog inside the chamber. 
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Mr J.N. Hyde interjected.  

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: I will tell members about that later! 

Mr Speaker, I called a deliberate point of order because I as the Leader of the House would not wish legislation 
to go through this house without the opportunity for full and frank debate by members of the opposition. The 
difference between full and frank debate and useful contributions is miles away from filibustering when people 
do not talk about the bill before the house. This is obviously an important bill—I mean that sincerely—and we 
will sort out where we are with this bill and whether it is still at the second reading stage, which I believe it is, 
and which, indeed, my very, very good friend and colleague the Attorney General believes it is. That is being 
determined as I speak, and the opposition is listening intently to every word I say. We are getting to a point now 
at which, hopefully, the Speaker will make a ruling on what stage this bill is at. While I am on my feet, who is 
the lead speaker on this bill?  

Mr B.S. Wyatt: The member for Mindarie; he will be coming shortly. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: If we are indeed in the second reading stage and the lead speaker for the opposition is not 
in the chamber, of course another member of the opposition—or any member of this chamber—can speak on this 
bill, as long as that member has indicated that he is not the lead speaker. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: Which I did. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Which the member for Victoria Park did. But he, of course, stood, thinking we were in the 
second reading stage; according to the notice paper today we are in the consideration in detail stage. I believe 
that has now been sorted out and I can resume my seat and the Speaker, I am sure, will make a ruling. 

The SPEAKER: Thank you, members. The Assembly staff have returned to both Hansard and their own 
records, which reflect that in fact the question was put and passed that the bill be read a second time. So the 
determination is absolute; we are actually in consideration in detail of the Child Support (Adoption of Laws) 
Amendment Bill 2009. That is where we are with this bill at this stage, members, so it is consideration in detail. 

Mr R.F. Johnson: We accept your ruling. 

Consideration in Detail 

Clause 1: Short title — 

Mr B.S. WYATT: I guess there is no point in me letting you know, Mr Speaker, that I am not the lead speaker 
on the Child Support (Adoption of Laws) Amendment Bill 2009 today; however, I have a couple of questions I 
intend to put to the Attorney General in light of the fact that debate on this bill was some time ago, I think. I 
would like the Attorney General to be given the opportunity to refresh all members in the chamber—both 
opposition and government—on the purpose of this bill. As the Leader of the House has pointed out, the Child 
Support (Adoption of Laws) Amendment Bill 2009 deals with a very important area of law. It is also a very 
important and interesting area of constitutional law that the member for Armadale may wish to ask some 
questions on. 

It is interesting to note that we are dealing with section 51(xxxvii) of the Australian Constitution. I have not 
previously referred to section 51(xxxvii) in my time in Parliament, except for earlier this week when we were 
dealing with the Mutual Recognition (Western Australia) Act. As the Attorney General, who was in the chamber 
during that debate, is no doubt aware, the opposition supported the adoption of the commonwealth mutual 
recognition scheme laws. Today, with this bill, we will shortly be amending the commonwealth child support 
scheme adopted in Western Australia. As the Attorney General pointed out in his second reading speech, 
Western Australia has not referred its powers in respect of children born outside of marriage to the 
commonwealth, but has rather, under section 51(xxxvii) of the commonwealth Constitution, adopted that 
commonwealth scheme. A small but significant difference is that when the commonwealth amends the child 
support scheme, before those amendments can be adopted into Western Australian law, they must be scrutinised 
in the Western Australian Parliament. That is significant, because it allows members of this chamber to cross-
examine the Attorney General as he sits before us—as he is today—about what those amendments mean. 
Certainly, when members look at not only clause 1, but also all six clauses of the bill, they will know that the bill 
is obviously intended to update a significant number of acts that the commonwealth amendments impact on.  

I will ask the Attorney General to, in no more than five minutes, provide opposition members of the chamber 
with a brief outline of what exactly is proposed in the Child Support (Adoption of Laws) Amendment Bill. I 
think such an outline might have the effect of short-circuiting questions from the opposition, because, as I dare 
say, the opposition will support this legislation. Perhaps the Attorney General will jump to his feet and outline 
what we are dealing with today, so that we are able to move on more expeditiously than we otherwise would if I 
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were to perhaps ask the Attorney General about the impact of the many differences in the commonwealth law 
and therefore what we are adopting by way of this bill.  

Mr C.C. PORTER: And some people say the legislative process is clumsy! However, we are here. I know the 
member for Victoria Park is being immodest when he suggests that it might be useful to refresh the memories of 
members present, because I am sure that he recalls the details of the Child Support (Adoption of Laws) 
Amendment Bill very distinctly. As the member for Victoria Park has pointed out, this has a long constitutional 
history, but I will provide, in five minutes or less, a summary of the background to this bill.  

In 1974 the other states referred powers over family law to the commonwealth—it already had a head of power, 
including such matters as exnuptial children; that is, children born outside a marriage as it is defined in the 
relevant legislation. As an ancillary matter, that meant Western Australia kept and maintains an independently 
operating Family Court. There are ongoing matters of negotiation with the commonwealth about how that court 
should be appropriately funded, but those matters are ancillary to this legislation. That referral of power meant 
that with regard to exnuptial children in all states other than Western Australia, the commonwealth could include 
in its legislation changes and amendments dealing with those exnuptial children. Therefore, children of a 
marriage fall within the commonwealth marriage and divorce powers in the relevant legislation; exnuptial 
children in Western Australia do not fall within the marriage and divorce powers of the commonwealth, and nor 
has there been any referral to the commonwealth to cover them. Under section 51(xxxvii), as the member for 
Victoria Park mentioned, that referral power also enables state Parliaments to adopt commonwealth laws based 
on a referral power from other states, which is a situation that applies here. Therefore, for Western Australia to 
include exnuptial children in child support arrangements dealing with the collection and enforcement of child 
support payments, our Parliament enacted a law that adopted the commonwealth child support legislation; that is, 
the Child Support (Adoption of Laws) Act 1990. Every time the commonwealth legislation is amended, for 
exnuptial Western Australian children to be advantaged by the relevant amendments to that legislation, our 
Parliament must enact new adoption legislation in Western Australia, which has occurred several times already; 
that is, the Child Support (Adoption of Laws) Act 1990 has been amended several times in the manner in which 
we are about to engage.  

That brings us to now and these new commonwealth amendments to the relevant commonwealth legislation that 
affect child support payments for exnuptial children. This bill will adopt those amendments, thereby ensuring not 
only consistency amongst the commonwealth, other states and territories, and Western Australia, but also that 
Western Australia exnuptial children will be placed on an equal footing with all other children in Australia. As 
we discussed in the context of mutual recognition, the obvious advantage of the system is that we have not 
referred our power over exnuptial children; however, we can still maintain a degree of harmonisation, albeit that 
recognition has slightly lagged.  

Two commonwealth acts effectively cover exnuptial children; firstly, the Child Support (Registration and 
Collection) Act 1988 and, secondly, the Child Support (Assessment) Act 1989. Western Australia has previously 
adopted the terms and provisions of those two acts. Each of them has been amended in recent times. 
Subparagraphs (i) to (ix) in clause 4 of the bill before the house outline the other acts that amend the Child 
Support (Registration and Collection) Act 1988. Similarly, clause 4(b) lists the relevant commonwealth acts that 
amend the commonwealth Child Support (Assessment) Act 1989. This bill will adopt those changes to the 
commonwealth legislation into state legislation. Mr Monaghan and my other advisers are with me today because 
I am not an expert on the legislation listed in clause 4 of this bill; for example, the New Business Tax System 
(Alienation of Personal Services Income) Act. I am no expert, but I understand that that act amended the 
definition of work and income support–related withholding payments to include amounts that must be withheld 
under division 13 of schedule 1 of the Taxation Administration Act 1953.  

Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I would like to hear a little more. 

Mr C.C. PORTER: I thank the member for Mindarie. 

It effectively extends the definition of certain moneys from which child support may be recovered. Using that as 
an example, the commonwealth Child Support (Registration and Collection) Act 1988 has been recently 
amended by the New Business Tax System (Alienation of Personal Services Income) Act 2000, thereby 
achieving the expansion of the work and income support–related withholding payments definition of moneys 
from which child support may be recovered. At commonwealth law, as things presently stand, the types of 
moneys from which one can garnishee or recover child support payments for exnuptial children is broader than it 
presently is in Western Australia. There is an explanation for each of those act amendments, and my advisors 
will assist me if we go into the matter in that amount of detail.  

Mr B.S. Wyatt: On that, can you give me an example of—given that more narrow definition of income—what 
the commonwealth is capturing that we are not? Do you have an example? 
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Mr C.C. PORTER: I do not—to hand. It maybe that we can provide an example. According to the explanatory 
memorandum, the legislation amends the definition of work and income support–related withholding payments 
to include amounts that must be held under division 13 of schedule 1 of the Taxation Administration Act. I do 
not know what is in division 13 of schedule 1 of the Taxation Administration Act 1953, but if I had to hazard a 
guess, I would say it might be moneys payable pursuant to a tax return or matters of that type. I may be wrong, 
but I am presuming that it is income not previously identified that might for instance become available to the 
father of an exnuptial child in the course of the financial year that, pursuant to the Taxation Administration Act, 
was previously not captured. They have gone through a process of hunting down moneys that fathers might 
come into possession of —  

Mr B.S. Wyatt: Perhaps squirrel away.  

Mr C.C. PORTER: Indeed—during a financial year that had not previously been covered. I certainly can get 
the exact answer for the member.  

One of the reasons we have had to go into consideration in detail on this bill is that amendments are on the notice 
paper. Those amendments are required because between the Child Support (Adoption of Laws) Amendment Bill 
2009 making its way into this chamber and the debate that we are now engaging in, further amendments were 
made to the two relevant acts that set up the commonwealth exnuptial system. The Child Support (Adoption of 
Laws) Act 1990 has already been amended by all the acts mentioned in section 4(a). Also, when we look at the 
notice paper, we see that four other acts have been established between this bill reaching the Parliament and this 
debate. Similarly, the commonwealth Child Support (Assessment) Act 1989 has been amended by two other acts 
in the time that it has taken for this bill to be tabled and debated here. Those are the reasons we need to amend 
this bill and add further acts to the lists in clause 4.  

I have a broad list that gives rough descriptions of the way in which each of those acts has amended the relevant 
act, but the absolute precise detail is not available to me, unless my adviser has it. These amendment acts are 
complicated pieces of legislation. For instance, I am told that the Financial Sector Legislation Amendment Act 
(No. 1) 2000 mentioned in section 4(a)(ii) amended the Child Support (Registration and Collection) Act 1988 by 
substituting the phrase “building society” with “cooperative housing society”. Therefore, any income that 
someone might have come into possession of through a building society is simply subject to a definitional 
change as income that they came into by way of payment from a cooperative housing society. It seems to me 
they are not matters of enormous consequential change; nevertheless, they need to be adopted.  

The SPEAKER: The question is that clause 1 stand as printed. I might add that, generally, clause 1 is not an 
opportunity for a wide-ranging debate. It is simply contemplating the short title. 

Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: On that broader issue, I can remember when the original Family Court Act was introduced 
by the Whitlam government back in 1973 or 1974, from memory. I was a practitioner then. It was rightly 
decided, in my view, that Western Australia would not cede jurisdiction to the commonwealth and that it would 
remain responsible for the appointment of its own Family Court bench, maintaining the court and keeping the 
independence of a very important bench within the sovereign state of Western Australia. Although it was not a 
Labor state government that made that decision, we commend the government of the era for maintaining the 
independence of our court in Western Australia. Over the years it has shown to have been a wise decision, 
because I can remember that only a few years ago a comparison of the hearing times in the Family Court of 
Western Australia with the Family Court of Australia in other jurisdictions showed that a litigant waited a much 
shorter time to get on in Western Australia than anywhere else in Australia.  

However, as the Attorney General has mentioned, this separation of the Western Australian Family Court from 
the Family Court of Australia has produced some ongoing problems with negotiating funding for the court and 
funding legal aid for litigants so that they have reasonable representation when appearing before the court. With 
consequential legislation there are now ongoing issues with ensuring that all Australians are dealt with fairly and 
equally across our great expansive nation. It would not be right that a father or a parent in New South Wales who 
had his income captured by amendments to the Family Law Act could then move to Western Australia and not 
have that income captured, meaning that an exnuptial child could be denied. There will always be these ongoing 
issues as family law evolves in the federal jurisdiction, as it inevitably will. As the Attorney General points out 
to the chamber today, it is understandable and reasonable that there will be a time lag between the passage of 
amendments through the federal Parliament and the Western Australian authorities, the Department of the 
Attorney General and the Family Court of Western Australia, reviewing those amendments and bringing our 
legislation into line.  

I recall that when the Liberal Party was in opposition in the last decade, criticisms were made by the opposition 
on amendments to various pieces of legislation to reflect the commonwealth legislation. I forget the particular 
acts now, but I can remember the current Premier saying that this chamber should not slavishly follow 
amendments made to federal laws in the federal Parliament simply to mirror the situation in Western Australia. 
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However, in the area of family law, with families moving throughout Australia, consistency is very important, 
albeit within the framework of our own independent bench and court in the sovereign state of Western Australia. 
The opposition accepts the explanations put to the chamber by the Attorney General this afternoon and thanks 
the government for that. The opposition supports the legislation and the amendments on the notice paper moved 
by the Attorney General this afternoon. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 2 and 3 put and passed. 

Clause 4: Purpose of Act — 

Mr C.C. PORTER: An amendment to clause 4 appears on the notice paper at page 12. I move — 

Page 3, after line 12 — To insert — 

(xi) Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs and Other 
Legislation Amendment (2009 Measures) Act 2010; 

(xii) Tax Laws Amendment (2010 Measures No. 1) Act 2010; 

(xiii) Child Support and Family Assistance Legislation Amendment (Budget and Other 
Measures) Act 2010; 

(xiv) Paid Parental Leave (Consequential Amendments) Act 2010; 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I am interested in an explanation from the Attorney General on the amendment to the bill. 
As members know, we have examined this bill in great depth and gone to extreme measures to ensure that we are 
appropriately apprised of the terms and conditions of this legislation. If there is to be a change to this piece of 
legislation that we have looked at in such extraordinary depth, I would like the Attorney General to at least 
provide us with an explanation of what it is he is proposing to do.  

Mr C.C. PORTER: I certainly appreciate the opportunity to do so. The theoretical and structural basis of the 
amendments is this. Two commonwealth acts govern the system of child support for nuptial and exnuptial 
children. The first of those is the Child Support (Adoption of Laws) Act 1990. That act has recently been 
amended by a variety of acts, 10 of which appear in the original bill. More recently, it has been amended by an 
additional four bills, which appear in the amendment. Those four bills are being added to the existing 10. There 
have been 14 amendments to the Child Support (Adoption of Laws) Act 1990 that we now seek to adopt in this 
state. The four additional amendments have been made to the Child Support (Adoption of Laws) Act 1990 by, 
respectively, the Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs and Other Legislation 
Amendment (2009 Measures) Act, the Tax Laws Amendment (2010 Measures No. 1) Act 2010, the Child 
Support and Family Assistance Legislation Amendment (Budget and Other Measures) Act 2010 and, finally, the 
Paid Parental Leave (Consequential Amendments) Act 2010. I do not have all those acts to hand, but I think that, 
by way of guess, an educated explanation of what those acts dealt with would be described by the word 
“measures”. I think each of those acts somehow changed the use of measures in the acts, so that they would 
amend the Child Support (Adoption of Laws) Act. I do not know whether I can receive any advance on that from 
anyone present—I do not think so.  

The Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs and Other Legislation Amendment (2009 
Measures) Act amended the Social Security (Administration) Act in relation to the administrative functions of 
the Social Security Appeals Tribunal. As a consequence, the definition of “SSAT Executive Director” in 
section 4(1) of the Child Support (Registration and Collection) Act 1988 was repealed and “SSAT Principal 
Member” was inserted. Furthermore, in every instance where “Executive Director” occurred, the term “Principal 
Member” was substituted. Given that amendment to the Child Support (Registration and Collection) Act, it 
would appear logical to presume that it would be very difficult in this state for an exnuptial child to have the 
benefit of the payment that occurred through the families, housing, community services and indigenous affairs 
and other legislation act because of the fact that we would be using terminology inconsistent with the 
commonwealth. 

The next amendment adds the Tax Laws Amendment (2010 Measures No. 1) Act. Under the provisions of that 
act, the Child Support (Registration and Collection) Act 1988 was affected by miscellaneous amendments to 
rectify incorrect terminology. The specific amendment was to omit from subsection 4(1) the term “employment 
termination payments” and substitute the term “payments for termination of employment”, so the commonwealth 
Parliament is very busy as evident from these types of amendments. 

The third change is effected by the Child Support and Family Assistance Legislation Amendment (Budget and 
Other Measures) Act 2010, which amended the Child Support (Registration and Collection) Act 1988 and the 
Child Support (Assessment) Act 1989 to align child support income estimate periods with financial years. 
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Presumably, calendar years were previously used. Previously, the child support period of 15 months could span 
three separate financial years, which resulted in long delays before the estimate could be reconciled with the 
parent’s actual adjusted taxable income. The amendment changes only the period over which an estimate of 
income is made to one financial year; the child support period remains at 15 months. It is quite amazing that the 
commonwealth had a measure-in period over three separate financial years previously. 

Finally, the Paid Parental Leave (Consequential Amendments) Act 2010, which obviously was a matter of some 
debate during the recent election, enables amounts due under a maintenance liability and child support debts to 
be paid or recovered from parental leave, so presumably an exnuptial child is going to potentially receive some 
benefits from a payment under the new paid parental leave scheme. 

That is the description of those four additional amendments to the 10 amendments that appear in the bill as it 
already stands. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I want to say only a couple of things. First of all, it is obvious that the main purpose of this 
legislation is to extend the capture of income or money, if we like, from which child support may be recovered—
that is, how the paying party acquires their income and what income they acquire will be potentially extended by 
the operation of this legislation. Therefore, there might be more income captured by the child support legislation, 
hence greater income going to the custodial parent and, therefore, potentially a lower level of liability on the 
commonwealth social security system. 

This legislation came before this house and the second reading speech was delivered on 25 November 2009, 
which is a few days off being a year ago, and I am unaware at which point it actually passed the commonwealth 
Parliament, but obviously it was some point before then. I am just slightly concerned that people might have 
been disadvantaged by the delay in this place. I do not know whether the Attorney General has any figures on 
that, but it is the price, I suppose, of retaining our unique situation in this area of the law, whereby we always 
agree with what the commonwealth passes but we do it significantly later than it does in order to retain that sense 
of sovereignty. As the shadow Attorney General said, we are a sovereign state. I think that position has been 
maintained on a bipartisan basis since the 1970s. I have some recollection of Joe Berinson in the early 1990s 
refusing to give up the state’s rights on these things.  

I am of the view that it is right and proper to stand up to the commonwealth on many things and even go harder, 
perhaps, than the current government does on some things, but on other things, sometimes I wonder whether we 
disadvantage people and to some degree put costs on the state—namely, the people sitting around the Attorney 
General, the staff required to administer and draft this legislation and so forth. I am sure that we will conclude 
this legislation by two o’clock; however, I simply seek some advice from the Attorney General as to whether he 
considers that delay issue and perhaps the additional cost issue as reason for reconsidering what has been a long-
term and bipartisan position to these laws. 

Mr C.C. PORTER: I think they are very well put questions and I will probably answer them with three 
responses. First, I think that there is capacity to have disadvantage by delay. Clearly, as we go through the types 
of amendments that have occurred, what it means in practice is that there may be some claims that an exnuptial 
child in another state where a referral has been made is able through the proper process to have access to 
moneys, which it takes us some time to allow equivalent people access to in this state. That is a disadvantage, so 
I acknowledge that is the case. 

I think there is a second point to be made with respect to that disadvantage. I do not think that this Parliament has 
had a particularly wonderful history of being quick to make these sorts of amendments. I take the member’s 
point that it has taken this government a year from the introduction of this bill to get to this point and it will not 
be an elongated debate, but some of the amendments that we now seek to adopt go back to 2000. Therefore, for 
the short cost of half an hour, I do think that this is legislation that all governments must keep an eye on and try 
to bring in as quickly as possible. I am not saying that some of those early amendments going back to 2000 
necessarily fit into the category whereby moneys are lost; it may have made administration more difficult. 
Therefore, there is no reason, really, for delay given that these are pieces of legislation that can be debated and 
passed quickly by Parliament and both houses thereof. It does take a little bit of an eye and will for government, 
and that is the cost of maintaining a separate system. 

The third point is that outweighing those conceivable and arising disadvantages from delay, which can be cured 
by decreasing the extent of the delay, as the member for Mindarie pointed out, by not referring our powers 
fulsomely over all matters to do with family law and ancillary matters, such as de facto couples and exnuptial 
children, we have been able to maintain our own independent Family Court. We as a state sovereign Parliament 
in cooperation with the court determine the court’s procedures and its appointments. What I can say is that under 
the previous government, our government and, indeed, governments preceding each of our governments, the 
efficiency of our Family Court has been the envy of the nation. It is roundly acknowledged when I go to the 
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Standing Committee of Attorneys-General. That means our times to trial have been comparatively better than 
anywhere else in the nation. Given that most family law matters settle before trial, the administrative feature of 
settling is better in our Family Court than it is anywhere and, quite literally, we are the envy of the nation. I think 
that is because successive governments paid particular focus on the Family Court and on our administration of 
family law in this state. We have not relied on the commonwealth to deliver services to us and to our remote 
regions. Therefore, I think that as things presently stand, the disadvantage to the extent that it exists should be 
minimised, but it is seriously outweighed by having the very efficient Family Court that we operate in this 
jurisdiction. I agree with the member that if it were the case that over two or three decades we had not met 
benchmarks that meant we were better than other states and territories, we would rethink this; we would have to. 
However, at the moment, independence has given us efficiency.  

Therefore, as things presently stand, both sides of Parliament should keep a very close eye on ensuring that these 
types of legislation pass through regularly, which also minimises the criticism we sometimes face when we 
refuse to refer and we do not adopt laws quickly enough. Secondly, I can assure the member that we do have a 
very efficient Family Court in Western Australia and a very efficient family law system. The member for 
Mindarie made the point that one of the difficulties with Legal Aid funding for Family Court matters is that, on a 
per capita basis, it is as bad in Western Australia as it is anywhere in Australia, yet there are peculiar pressures 
on family life in Western Australia, such as fly in, fly out work arrangements and remoteness, that do not exist in 
the other states. That is not an area for which I would like us to give up our responsibility. We must maintain 
efficient services and keep a watching brief on this matter to justify retaining the powers that we did not refer. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I acknowledge that that is a powerful argument for retaining an in independent Family 
Court. However, this legislation does not deal with that. This issue is to do with the payment of child 
maintenance; it has nothing to do with matters that go before the Family Court generally. It is an administrative 
procedure about the payment of maintenance. I accept the Attorney General’s powerful argument about the 
Family Court. If that is correct, we can run it more efficiently, assuming that the commonwealth funds it. I 
accept that point of view. However, this is a different issue. The Attorney General’s overarching point applies to 
one thing but this is something else. I seek the Attorney General’s advice, bearing in mind that this is not 
something that the opposition wants to go to the mattresses over or that I have even discussed with the shadow 
Attorney General. It seems to me that there might be a different argument about this matter than there is about 
the Family Court. 

Mr C.C. PORTER: That is correct in part but is not entirely correct. Negotiations are occurring about whether 
there could be a referral on the administration of maintenance payments in particular. However, it is relatively 
safe to say that had we referred the Family Court power for de facto relationships and exnuptial children in 1974, 
the likelihood is there would be no practical point in maintaining an independent Family Court. Had we referred 
those extra powers at the time, the rationale for keeping and maintaining an independent Family Court would, in 
all likelihood, have disappeared. I accept the point that this is largely an administrative matter, but it is 
historically connected with the original referral. If nothing fell within the exclusive state province for 
determination and it was not up to a Western Australian body to determine who was or was not in a de facto 
relationship or who was or was not an exnuptial child of a de facto relationship, there would be no reason to keep 
the Family Court. I take the member’s point, which is well made. There are some negotiations going on about a 
very limited referral of purely administrative and maintenance matters, but that would not extend as far as the 
legal determination of who is an exnuptial child and whether a person was an exnuptial child. That will remain in 
the state province. I take the member’s point. 

Mr M. McGowan: On the funding issue of the Family Court of Western Australia, I assume that there is an 
arrangement by which the commonwealth picks up the cost even though we retain the legislative power in 
relation to it. 

Mr C.C. PORTER: Yes. That is an ongoing matter. It is funded through a base commonwealth grant of 
$13.9 million and the court generates $2.6 million in revenue from fees. This state government and previous 
state governments have put in an amount that effectively covers the de facto portion, which, interestingly, is a 
very small portion of the overall court. That amount is $168 000, and a state initiative of court counselling totals 
$162 000. Recently, the state argued for and received one-off funding from the commonwealth of $712 000 for 
an additional magistrate, and that has been turned into second-year funding. The state also received from the 
commonwealth a one-off grant of $209 000 for liaison officers, $76 000 for a judge’s salary supplementation, 
and there was additional rent funding of $2.9 million. The Family Court costs about $20.8 million to run. The 
state contribution to that is the smaller part because the state jurisdiction is the smaller part. The same argument 
that applies to Legal Aid funding applies to Family Court funding. A similar formula to the Commonwealth 
Grants Commission formula is used. That formula is not based on per capita population rates and does not 
adequately reflect the fact that in Legal Aid matters, Family Court matters and general criminal Legal Aid 
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matters there are circumstances peculiar to Western Australia, such as remoteness and Indigenous communities. 
Those circumstances result in Western Australia’s need being much greater than those of states such as Victoria. 
Not only is that not reflected in the formula, but also we do not receive the median amount of Legal Aid funding 
on a per capita basis. That is an ongoing argument. Recently the federal government released a report into the 
funding arrangements of the Family Court that made some interesting points. The major problem with the report 
is that it did not suggest a methodology for the next 10, 20 or 30 years about how the commonwealth would 
calculate the appropriate amount of funding on either a per capita basis, a needs basis, a remoteness criterion or a 
blend, as is the case with the Commonwealth Grants Commission. Unfortunately, this commonwealth 
government and previous commonwealth governments have failed to put a model on the table. That creates a 
need to argue for one-off funding, which is sometimes rolled over. At the moment it is a very ad hoc process. 
The Standing Committee of Attorneys-General is going through that process. Some other states and territories 
share the view that the system is not funded according to principles. 

Amendment put and passed. 

Mr C.C. PORTER: I move — 

Page 4, line 2 — To delete the line and substitute — 

Act 2009; 

(viii) Statute Law Revision Act 2010; 

(ix) Child Support and Family Assistance Legislation Amendment (Budget and Other 
Measures) Act 2010. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: For the historians and lawyers, I am interested in what this amendment means. 

Mr C.C. PORTER: The Statute Law Revision Act 2010 makes minor amendments to the Families, Community 
Services and Indigenous Affairs Legislation Amendment (Child Support Reform Consolidation and Other 
Measures) Act 2007 as well as the Child Support Legislation Amendment (Reform of the Child Support 
Scheme—New Formula and Other Measures) Act 2006. The purpose of those changes is to correct misdescribed 
amendments in the amendings. Finally, it amends the Child Support and Family Assistance Legislation 
Amendment (Budget and Other Amendments) Act 2010. It also goes to the issue of the 15-month period rather 
than the financial year. 

Amendment put and passed. 

Clause, as amended, put and passed. 

Clause 5: Section 3 amended — 

Mr C.C. PORTER: I move — 

Page 4, line 6 — To delete the line and substitute — 

1 October 2010; and 

Amendment put and passed. 

Clause, as amended, put and passed. 

Clause 6: Section 4 amended —  

Mr C.C. PORTER: I move — 

Page 4, line 11 — To delete the line and substitute — 

1 October 2010; and 

Amendment put and passed. 

Clause, as amended, put and passed. 

Title put and passed. 
 


